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The crystallographic structure of the complex between human

aldose reductase (AR2) and one of its inhibitors, IDD384, has

been solved at 1.7 AÊ resolution from crystals obtained at pH

5.0. This structure shows that the binding of the inhibitor's

hydrophilic head to the catalytic residues Tyr48 and His110

differs from that found previously with porcine AR2. The

difference is attributed to a change in the protonation state of

the inhibitor (pKa = 4.52) when soaked with crystals of human

(at pH 5.0) or pig lens AR2 (at pH 6.2). This work

demonstrates how strongly the detailed binding of the

inhibitor's polar head depends on its protonation state.
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1. Introduction

Aldose reductase (AR2) is implicated in the ®rst step of the

sorbitol pathway and is one of the most thoroughly studied

aldo±keto reductases owing to its putative involvement in the

pathogenesis of diabetic complications (Gonen & Dvornik,

1995). The presence of AR2 in tissues susceptible to diabetic

complications has led to the hypothesis that the ¯ow of excess

glucose through the sorbitol pathway initiates a continuum of

biochemical, functional and early structural abnormalities that

can progress to advanced lesions. The fact that increased AR2

activity acts as a trigger of this cascade of abnormalities rests

on the evidence that in animal models of diabetic hyper-

glycaemia, the development of such abnormalities can be

prevented by inhibiting AR2, without affecting the elevated

glucose concentrations (Dvornik, 1994). The search and

development of AR2 inhibitors (ARIs) for the pharmaco-

therapy of diabetic complications underscored the critical

importance of the chemical structure (Dvornik, 1994) because

it determines both a compound's ability to inhibit AR2 and its

(tissular) pharmacokinetics (Dvornik et al., 1988). All that has

been said so far con®rms the crucial importance of studying

and understanding in depth the interaction between ARIs and

AR2 with the aim of designing more potent and speci®c drugs

against diabetic complications.

The crystallographic structures of AR2 and AR2±ARI

complexes that have been solved so far have both character-

ized the main features of the active site and identi®ed the

protein residues that are critical for the interaction between

the enzyme and its inhibitors. Some examples are the structure

determination of native apo-enzyme from pig lens (Rondeau

et al., 1992), the native human holo-enzyme (Wilson et al.,

1993), the Tyr48His mutation of the human enzyme (Bohren et

al., 1994), the native holo-enzyme from pig lens (Tete-Favier et

al., 1994), the complexes of the holo-enzyme from pig lens



with the inhibitors sorbinil and tolrestat (Urzhumtsev et al.,

1997), the comparison of the active sites of aldose and alde-

hyde reductase (El-Kabbani et al., 1998) and the study of

several inhibitor complexes by X-ray crystallography and mass

spectrometry (Rogniaux et al., 1999).

The inhibitor IDD384 has been prepared as a structural

variation of the ARI ZD-5522 (Cook et al., 1995) by replacing

its acidic pharmacophore, sulfonyl-nitromethane, with a

sulfonyl-glycine moiety. ARIs containing a sulfonyl-glycine

group have been reported previously (e.g. DeRuiter &

May®eld, 1990). The previously determined structure of the

porcine AR2±IDD384 complex (Rogniaux et al., 1999) has

con®rmed the features of the recognition of AR2±ARI

complexes. The main structural features of IDD384 are its

polar head and hydrophobic ring system (Fig. 1). While the

hydrophobic moiety interacts with the hydrophobic environ-

ment of the active-site cleft, the hydrophilic head interacts

with protein residues that are essential for catalysis. As shown

by the crystal structures, the active-site residues involved in

inhibitor binding are Tyr48, His110 and Trp111, mainly

through hydrogen bonds. Recognition, therefore, depends on

the inhibitor's protonation state. As a part of our investiga-

tions of inhibitor±enzyme complexes, we report here on the

interaction of the ARI IDD384 with human AR2.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Overproduction and purification of recombinant human
AR2

The open reading frame of the human AR2 gene (Acces-

sion GenBank/EMBL Data Bank number J05017) was

ampli®ed by the polymerase chain reaction from its cDNA

and cloned into the T7 RNA polymerase-based vector

pET15b (Novagen). Expression of the (His)6-human AR2 in

Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3) (Novagen) was induced by

isopropyl-�-d-thiogalactoside (Euromedex) during a 3 h

culture at 310 K. The pellet from a 4 l culture was disrupted by

sonication and centrifuged. The supernatant was applied to a

Talon metal-af®nity column (Clontech). After thrombin

cleavage of the hexahistidine extension, the detagged protein

was then loaded on a DEAE Sephadex A-50 column (Phar-

macia) and eluted with an NaCl gradient.

2.2. Crystallization trials and preliminary crystallographic
analysis

All trials were carried out in Linbro 24-well tissue-culture

plates (Flow Laboratories) using the hanging-drop vapour-

diffusion method. The enzyme was dialyzed against 50 mM

ammonium citrate pH 5.0. The drops, of ®nal volume 12 ml,

contained 15 mg mlÿ1 human AR2 with two equivalents

NADP+ (Sigma) and 5% PEG 6000; they were equilibrated

against a well containing 120 mM ammonium citrate pH 5.0,

20% PEG 6000 and the same concentration of NADP+ as

above. Crystals were grown at 277 K and reached dimensions

of 0.5 � 0.4 � 0.4 mm.

2.3. Soaking with the inhibitor

Crystals of the AR2±IDD384 complex were obtained by

soaking the native crystals with a solution containing

2 mg mlÿ1 of inhibitor dissolved in the mother liquor

containing 120 mM ammonium citrate pH 5.0 and 25% PEG

6000. The soaking time was three weeks.
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Figure 1
Two-dimensional formula for the inhibitor IDD384 which is the subject of
the present study. Note that the inhibitor has a hydrophilic head, notably
containing C O groups, and a hydrophobic ring system.

Table 1
Data-collection and re®nement statistics of the complex of IDD384 with
human AR2.

Data collection and processing
Unit-cell parameters

a, b, c (AÊ ) 49.9, 67.2, 47.7
�, �,  (�) 90, 92.5, 90

Diffraction data
dmin (A) 1.7
Unique re¯ections 33072
Rsym (overall) (%) 4.7
Rsym (1.76±1.7 AÊ ) (%) 17.0
Completeness (overall) (%) 95.5
Completeness (1.76±1.7 AÊ ) (%) 80.0
Redundancy (overall) 1.5
Redundancy (1.76±1.7 AÊ ) 1.4
I/�(I) (overall) 12.0
I/�(I) (1.76±1.7 AÊ ) 5.4
Rigid-body re®nement

Resolution (AÊ ) 8.0±3.0
Rcryst (%) 20.0

Re®nement
Resolution (AÊ ) 8.0±1.7
Re¯ections used [F > 2��F�] 32736
Rcryst/Rfree (%) 16.5/19.2
Rcryst/Rfree (1.76±1.7 AÊ ) (%) 21.4/22.5
Final model

Protein residues 316
Coenzyme 1
Inhibitor 1
Water molecules 239

R.m.s. deviations
Bonds (AÊ ) 0.006
Angles (AÊ ) 1.45
Dihedrals (AÊ ) 25.78

Ramachandran plot
Residues in most favoured regions (%) 90.3
Residues in additional allowed region (%) 9.7

Mean B factor (AÊ 2)
Protein 15.5
NADP+ 8.8
Ordered IDD384 32.3
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2.4. Data collection and refinement

The diffraction analysis was performed using a rotating-

anode laboratory source and an image plate; the data was

treated with the HKL package (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997).

The inhibitor-soaked crystals diffracted to 1.7 AÊ and were

isomorphous to the native crystals (Table 1).

The native structure was used as a model for molecular

replacement; after a rigid-body minimization, the inhibitor

was placed in the electron density shown by a Fourier differ-

ence map. The model of the complex was used as the starting

point for the re®nement, which included a rigid-body re®ne-

ment step, a slow-cooling step, a Powell minimization and a

temperature-factor re®nement. Water molecules were then

placed in a difference map and minimization was performed as

above without putting restraints on the water molecules; bulk-

solvent correction was also

applied. The programs O

(Jones et al., 1991) and

X-PLOR (BruÈ nger, 1992)

were used for model

building and re®nement.

2.5. Titration of the
inhibitor

The inhibitor IDD384 was

titrated potentiometrically

with a pH-sensitive elec-

trode using the PCA 101

device from Sirius Analytical

Instruments, England, in

mixtures of water and

dioxane; the Yasuda±

Figure 2
(a) Sequence alignment between human and porcine AR2, showing the
very high homology in the primary structure. Identical residues are
highlighted in light blue. The red dots correspond to the conserved
residues forming the hydrophilic network around the NADP+. The
helices (�) and sheets (�) are marked below the sequence; those
numbered 1±8 correspond to the TIM barrel. (b) Plot of the r.m.s.
deviations between the C atoms of the human and porcine structures (the
last two residues are NADP+ and IDD384).

Shedlovsky extrapolation was used to calculate the aqueous

pKa value of IDD384 (Yasuda, 1959; Shedlovsky, 1962).

3. Results and discussion

Here, we report the structure of human AR2 in complex with

the inhibitor IDD384. The crystals were obtained at pH 5.0

and the resolution using a laboratory source was 1.7 AÊ

(Lamour et al., 1999). This is the ®rst structure of human AR2

in the monoclinic space group P21.

The overall structure of human AR2 is highly homologous

to that of porcine AR2, thus re¯ecting the high sequence

homology between the two proteins, shown schematically in

Fig. 2(a). They both fold as a (�/�)8 barrel and the high

structural homology between the two �-barrels corresponds to

the regions of low r.m.s. deviation (Fig. 2b). The coenzyme

NADP+ lies on the binding site at the top of the barrel and the

active site lies at the bottom of a deep hydrophobic pocket. In

both structures, conformational changes arising from the

binding of the coenzyme affect the (same) loop that covers the

coenzyme.

As reported previously (Urzhumtsev et al., 1997), all

effective ARIs have a polar head and a hydrophobic ring

system and bind to the active site with the polar head placed

close to the coenzyme. The hydrophilic head of the inhibitor

IDD384 could be unambiguously positioned in the density

map (Fig. 3a). In the active site, several residues are totally

conserved, i.e. Asp43, Tyr48, Lys77, His110, Ser159, Asn160,

Gln183 and Tyr209 (Fig. 2a), and form a tight network of

hydrogen bonds linked to the nicotinamide coenzyme

(Fig. 3b). As in porcine AR2, the three residues involved in

the interaction of human AR2 with the inhibitor are Tyr48,

His110 and Trp111 (Fig. 4).

The only signi®cant difference between the two complexes

is in the binding of IDD384 at the active site of the human

AR2. While in human AR2 both carboxyl O atoms of IDD384

are at hydrogen-bonding distance from the hydroxyl group of

Tyr48, in porcine AR2 one of the two carboxyl O atoms is far

away from Tyr48 (Fig. 4). This suggests that the inhibitor



IDD384 adopts a different protonation state in each complex.

We assumed that the difference between the human and

porcine complex arises from the difference in pH at which the

crystals of complexes with IDD384 have been obtained, i.e. at

6.2 for porcine and 5.0 for human AR2.

We determined the pKa constant for IDD384 using the

Yasuda±Shedlovsky extrapolation (Fig. 5). Given the resulting

pKa value of 4.52, an appreciable portion of the inhibitor

would have been protonated in the complex with human AR2

at pH 5.0 and could be the one that is preferably bound. The

analysis of the distances between the hydrophilic head of

IDD384 and the protein in the porcine and human enzymes,

shown in Fig. 4 (blue C atoms for porcine, white C atoms for

human), is consistent with the hypothesis of a protonated

inhibitor at pH 5. In the human enzyme, the distances between

both O atoms of the inhibitor and Tyr48 are around 2.7 AÊ ,

showing strong hydrogen bonds in which one proton has to

come from the inhibitor. On the other hand, in the porcine

enzyme, one O atom is very strongly bound with short

hydrogen bonds around 2.45 AÊ , while the other is at a longer

distance (3.14 AÊ ), indicating the absence of a proton.

4. Conclusions

The crystallographic structure of the complex between human

AR2 and one of its inhibitors, IDD384, has been solved at

1.7 AÊ resolution from crystals obtained at pH 5.0. This struc-

ture has been compared with that of the complex between

IDD384 and porcine AR2 solved at 2.2 AÊ resolution from

crystals grown at pH 6.2. We have found that IDD384 is bound
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Figure 3
(a) Electron-density map (2Fo ÿ Fc, 1.7 AÊ resolution, 1� contours)
showing the density corresponding to the inhibitor bound at the active-
site cleft of human AR2. Note that the ordered part of the inhibitor is that
in contact with the active-site cleft. (b) A detailed view showing the
inhibitor and the NADP+ in the human active site with the the residues
making the hydrophilic network around the nicotinamide ring. Note the
positions of Tyr48 and His110 near the O atom of the inhibitor.

Figure 4
Superimposition of IDD384 in complex with human AR2 with IDD384 in
complex with the porcine enzyme (blue). Hydrogen bonds with the two
catalytic residues Tyr48 and His110 are shown as white dotted lines.
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differently by human than by porcine AR2 because of an

additional hydrogen bond between one of the inhibitor's

carboxylic O atoms and the hydroxyl group of Tyr48. We

attribute the observed difference in binding to the difference

in pH at which the complexes with IDD384 (pKa = 4.52) have

been obtained, i.e. at pH 5.0 for human and at pH 6.2 for

porcine AR2: at pH 5, a signi®cant portion of the inhibitor

would be protonated and preferred for binding by the enzyme

owing to the additional hydrogen-bonding energy. This work

demonstrates how strongly the detailed binding of the inhi-

bitor's polar head depends on its protonation state. It implies

that ongoing efforts of computational modelling of new inhi-

bitor molecules need to consider the pKa of inhibitors and

their possible protonation state at physiological pH.
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